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In Youngʹs double slit experiment the probability G (1) (r) to detect a photon at position r results from the interference of the two possible paths a single photon can take to reach the detector. This is expressed by the state |ψ(1)>=|1>U|0>L + |0>U|1>L where the subscript L (U) denotes the lower (upper) arm of the interferometer. Variation of the detector position leads to a modulation of the form G (1) (r) = 1 + cos δ(r), where δ(r) = k d sin θ(r) is the optical phase difference of the waves emanating from the two slits, whereas k, d and θ(r) are the wavenumber, slit separation and scattering angle, respectively. Obviously, the fringe spacing of the modulation (in units of d sin θ(r)) is determined by the optical wavelength, in correspondence with the Rayleigh criterion which restricts the pattern size of the interfering beams to λ [1] . Quantum entanglement is able to bypass the Rayleigh limit [2] [3] [4] . Consider for example the pathentangled two-photon state |ψ(2)>=|2>U|0>L + |0>U|2>L. Because the two-photon state |2> has twice the energy of the single photon state |1> in a given mode it accumulates the phase two times as fast when propagating through the setup. This gives rise to a two photon absorption rate of the form G (2) (r, r) = 1 + cos 2 δ(r) exhibiting a fringe spacing half of that of G (1) (r). Correspondingly, for the entangled N-photon state |ψ(N)>=|N>U|0>L + |0>U|N>L the N photon absorption rate reads G (N) (r,…, r) = 1 + cos N δ(r), displaying a fringe spacing of λ/N [2] . This gain in resolution by a factor of N with respect to G (1) (r) can be fruitfully applied for a wide range of applications, e.g., in microscopy, lithography, spectroscopy and magnetometry.
In order to implement the N-fold increase in resolution the following ingredients are needed: (a) creation of an entangled state of the form|ψ(N)> with high photon number N and (b) the availability of an Nparticle absorbing medium able to detect N photons at a given position simultaneously. The two prerequisites are usually in conflict with each other since multi-photon absorption requires high input fields where a high flux of maximally path-entangled number states is increasingly difficult to realize for growing N.
Here we propose a different scheme to achieve a resolution of λ/N [5] . The method involves neither of the above requirements. It employs N photons spontaneously emitted from N atoms and subsequently detected by N detectors. We demonstrate that for certain detector positions r2,…, rN the N-th order correlation function as a function of r1 takes the form 1 + cos N δ(r1), resulting in a phase modulation with a1077_1.pdf JTuA4.pdf ©OSA 1-55752-834-9 a fringe spacing λ/N and a contrast of 100%. As with path-entangled number states, this corresponds to an N-fold increase in resolution compared to G (1) (r) while keeping a contrast of 100%. However, as the N photons are recorded by different detectors, only a single photon is registered at each detector device. This implies that no N-photon absorbing material is needed in this scheme but only common one-photon detectors. In addition, the scheme avoids the necessity to generate path-entangled Fock states of the form |ψ(N)>. As the photons are created by spontaneous emission the interference signal with a resolution of λ/N and unit visibility is moreover generated by incoherent light. This shows that that N photons of wavelength λ spontaneously emitted by N atoms and coincidentally recorded by N detectors at particular positions can exhibit interference properties similar to classical coherent light of wavelength λ/N.
